
Family Allowance
RIDER

While our lives are full of commitment, we can’t predict the future. This is why 
it’s critical to ensure our loved ones will always be cared for and not suffer from 
any financial stress in case we are not around. 



Summary Benefits:

This Rider is specifically designed to offer:

Eligible Entry Age

18-60 years old

Maximum Expiry Age

70 years old

Coverage Term

Follow the coverage term of Basic Policy which it is attached to, subject to the 

maximum expiry age of 70 years old.

Premium Payment Term 

Follow the premium payment  term of Basic Policy  which it is attached to.  

Rider Sum Assured

• Minimum: US$500

• Maximum: 50% of Basic Sum Assured  

Type of Coverage of Rider Sum Assured

100%
(As stated on

the Certificate of Insurance) 

Family Allowance Rider is designed to safeguard your family’s living 
expenses in your absence. It is an extra protection to ensure your family will be 
financially secured by paying them additional annual allowance equals to 100% 
of Rider Sum Assured starting from the Policy Anniversary immediately follow-
ing the Death or Total and Permanent Disability of the Insured until the end of the 
coverage term. 

Family Allowance Benefit
(Additional annual financial support 
following Death/Total and Permanent 
Disability event)



This Rider shall not cover any 1 (one) of the following occurrences:
1. death is due to suicide, self-inflicted injury, whether sane or insane, within 2 (two) 

years from the Effective Date or Commencement Date, whichever is later; or
2. death is due to Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and/or any HIV-related 

illnesses including Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and/or any 
mutations, derivation or variations thereof; or

3. death or Total and Permanent Disability due to a criminal offence committed or 
attempted to commit by You, or the Insured, or the Beneficiary; or

4. death or Total and Permanent Disability due to drugs or stimulators or alcohol abuse, 
drunk driving, or their complications as determined by the law in force such as Law 
on Land Traffic, and Law on the Control of Drug, etc; or

5. Total and Permanent Disability resulting from wilful exposure to danger or attempted 
self-destruction or self-inflicted injuries while sane or insane; 

6. Total and Permanent Disability resulting from service in the armed forces in time of 
declared or undeclared war or while under orders for warlike operations or 
restoration of public order; 

7. Total and Permanent Disability resulting from entering, exiting, operating, servicing, 
or being transported by any aerial device or conveyance except when the Insured is 
a fare-paying passenger or crew member on a commercial passenger airline on a 
regular scheduled passenger trip over its established passenger route; or 

8. Total and Permanent Disability resulting from a physical or mental condition which 
existed before the Effective Date or Commencement Date, whichever is later, which 
was not disclosed in the application or health statement.

This Rider shall not cover any 1 (one) of the following occurrences:
1.    death is due to suicide, self-inflicted injury, whether sane or insane, within 2 

(two) years from the Effective Date or Commencement Date, whichever is later; 
or

2.    death is due to Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and/or any HIV-related 
illnesses including Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and/or any 
mutations, derivation or variations thereof; or

3.     death or Disability due to a criminal offence committed or attempted to commit 
by You, or the Insured, or the Beneficiary; or

4.     death or Disability due to drugs or stimulators or alcohol abuse, drunk driving, or 
their complications as determined by the law in force such as Law on Land Traf-
fic, and Law on the Control of Drug, etc; or

5.     Disability resulting from wilful exposure to danger or attempted self-destruction 
or self-inflicted injuries while sane or insane; 

6.     Disability resulting from service in the armed forces in time of declared or unde-
clared war or while under orders for warlike operations or restoration of public 
order; 

7.    Disability resulting from entering, exiting, operating, servicing, or being trans-
ported by any aerial device or conveyance except when the Insured is a 
fare-paying passenger or crew member on a commercial passenger airline on 
a regular scheduled passenger trip over its established passenger route; or 

8.     Disability resulting from a physical or mental condition which existed before the 
Effective Date or Commencement Date, whichever is later, which was not dis-
closed in the application or health statement.

EXCLUSIONS



Mr. Samnang Laor is a 35-year-old married male with a child of 5-year-old. He has 
already planned on his child’s education fund for university with AIA ស��ប់កូន with 
Basic Sum Assured of US$20,000 and coverage term of 17 years. 

In addition to the education fund, his child and family’s future livelihood  are also very 
important. He would like to ensure his family’s living won’t be affected by a loss of 
income if he is not around.  So, Mr. Samnang Laor decides to add an extra protection 
with Family Allowance Rider with Sum Assured of US$4,000 that could help secure 
the family need and necessary expenses in his absence. 

Benefits obtained by Mr. Samnang Laor and his family: 
• Scenario 1: Mr. Samnang Laor is the main insured and becomes total and permanent 
disabled during the policy term

• Scenario 2: Mr. Samnang Laor is the main insured and passed away during the policy 
term

The diagram below illustrates the benefit payments if unfortunate event happens to 
Mr. Samnang Laor at 44-year-old

Mr. Samnang Laor’s family will get annual benefit of US$4,000 until end of 
coverage term.

Mr. Samnang Laor will get annual benefit of US$4,000 until end of coverage 
term. 

Example 
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(Death/Total & Permanent Disability) 
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AIA.COM.KH086 999 242 AIA CAMBODIA

HEAD OFFICE
12TH  FLOOR,  EXCHANGE SQUARE,  STREET 106-61,  SANGKAT 

WAT PHNOM, KHAN DAUN PENH,  PHNOM PENH

PHNOM PENH BRANCH
8 TH  &  9 TH   FLOOR,  CITY TOWER,  #321,   MAO TSE TOUNG BLVD,
SANGKAT PHSAR DEPO 1,  KHAN TOUL KORK,  PHNOM PENH

SIEM REAP BRANCH
#29 & 30,  CHARLES DE GAULLE ROAD SAL A KANSENG,

SANGKAT SVAY DONGKOM, SIEM REAP 

BATTAMBANG BRANCH
HOUSE NO.  2-6,  STREET 3,  PHUM KAMMEAKAR,  SANGKAT 

SVAY POR,  KRONG BATTAMBANG,  BATTAMBANG

KAMPONG CHAM BRANCH
VILLAGE 15,  SANGKAT KAMPONG CHAM, KHAN KAMPONG 

CHAM, KAMPONG CHAM

KAMPOT BRANCH
STREET 700,  VILLAGE 1 OSSAPHEA,  

SANGKAT KAMPONG KANDAL,  KRONG KAMPOT,  KAMPOT



ផលិតផល���៉ប់រងបែន�មេលើ
��ក់ឧបត�ម��គួ�រ

ជីវ�តរបសេ់យើងេ�រេពញេ�េ�យ�រ�ងំចិត�  ខណៈេពលអ�គតគឺេយើងមិន�ចដឹងទុក�
មុន។ េយើងគួរ�នគេ��ងេរៀបចំែផន�រហរិ��វត���មុន េដើម��ី��មនុស��ទី�ស�ញ់
របសេ់យើងនឹងែតងែត�តូវ�នយកចិត�ទុក�ក់�និច� េហើយនឹងមិនទទួលរងបន��កហរិ��វត��េ�
េពលអ�កមិនេ�ែក�រ។



ផលតិផល���៉ប់រងបែន�មេលើ��ក់ឧបត�ម��គួ�រ ផ�លជូ់ន�មួយនឹងលក�ណៈពិេសសដូច�៖

�យែុដល�តូវ�នអនុ��តទទួលយក�រ���៉ប់រង
18-60 ��ំ

�យែុដល�តូវ�ន�រ�រអតិបរ�
70 ��ំ

រយៈេពលៃន�រ���៉ប់រង
អនុេ�ម�មរយៈេពលៃន�រ���៉ប់រងស��ប់បណ�សន��៉ប់រងមូល��ន ែដល��ប់�
មួយ េ�យផ�ល�់រ��រហតូដលអ់�ក�តូវ�ន���៉ប់រង�ន�យ�ុគប់ 70 ��។ំ

រយៈេពលៃន�របង់បុព��ភ���៉ប់រង
អនុេ�ម�មរយៈេពលៃន�រ���៉ប់រងស��ប់បណ�សន��៉ប់រងមូល��នែដល��ប់�មួយ។

ទឹក��ក់���៉ប់រងៃនផលតិផល���៉ប់រងបែន�ម៖
• អប�បរ� : US$500
• អតិបរ�  : 50% ៃនទឹក��ក់���៉ប់រងមូល��ន

�បេភទអត��បេ�ជន៍���៉ប់រង

អត��បេ�ជន៍េលើ��ក់ឧបត�ម��គួ�រ
(�រ�រ�របែន�មេលើ��ក់ចំណ�ល�ប��ំ� ំក�ង
ករណីទទួលមរណ�ព ឬពិ�រ�ព�ំង�សុង 
និង�អចិៃ�ន�យ៍)

100%

ៃនទឹក��ក់���៉ប់រងៃន
ផលិតផល���៉ប់រងបែន�ម

(ដូច�នកំណត់េលើវ���បនប�ត���៉ប់រង)

ផលតិផល���៉ប់រងបែន�មេលើ��ក់ឧបត�ម��គួ�រ  �តូវ�នរច�េឡើងេដើម�ទំីនុកប�មុង
េលើចំ�យក��ង�ររសេ់�របស�់គួ�រអ�ក និងជួយេលើប���បឈមនឹង�រ�ត់បង់��ក់
ចំណ�លស��ប់�គួ�រអ�ក េ�េពលអវត��នរបសអ់�ក។ ���រ�រ�របែន�មេដើម��ី��
�គួ�ររបសអ់�កនឹង�តូវ�ន�រ�រែផ�កហរិ��វត�� និងទទួល�ន��ក់ចំណ�ល�ប��ំ�បំែន�ម
េស�ើនឹង 100% ៃនទឹក��ក់���៉ប់រងៃនផលតិផល���៉ប់រងបែន�ម ែដលនឹង�តូវផ�លជូ់ន
�ប់ពីខួបៃនបណ�សន��៉ប់រងេ���បំ��ប់  េ��យេពលអ�ក�តូវ�ន���៉ប់រងទទួលមរណ
�ព ឬពិ�រ�ព�ងំ�សងុ និង�អចិៃ�ន�យ ៍រហតូដលចុ់ងប��ប់ៃនរយៈេពលៃន�រ���៉ប់រង។

អត��បេ�ជន៍សេង�បស�ីពីផលិតផល���៉ប់រងបែន�ម៖



ករណីមិន��
ផលិតផល���៉ប់រងបែន�មេនះ មិន��ករណី�មួយៃន�រេកើតេឡើងដូច�ងេ��មេនះ៖

1. ទទួលមរណ�ពេ�យ�រេធ�ើអត��ត �រេធ�ើឲ�របួសខ��នឯង េ�ះបីស�ិតក��ង��ន�ព 
 ផ��វចិត��ប�កតី ឬមិន�ប�កតី កំឡ�ងេពល 2 (ពីរ) ���ំប់ពី�លបរ�េច�ទៃនសពុល�ពបណ� 
 សន��៉ប់រង ឬ�លបរ�េច�ទែដលចូល�ធរ�ន េ�យយក�លបរ�េច�ទចុងេ��យេគ ឬ
2. ទទួលមរណ�ពេ�យ�រវ�រសុហុវី និង/ឬជំងឺ�មួយែដល�ប់�ក់ទងនឹងវ�រសុហុវី រមួ
 �ំងជំងឺេអដស៍ និង/ឬ�រ��ស់ប��រ �រវ�វឌ�ន៍ ឬ�រែ�ប�បួលៃនេមេ�គេអដស៍ និង
 /ឬជំងឺែដល�ប់�ក់ទងនឹងវ�រុសហុីវ រួម�ំងជំងឺេអដស៍ ឬ
3. ទទួលមរណ�ព ឬពិ�រ�ព�ំង�សុង និង�អចិៃ�ន�យ៍ េ�យ�រ�ប�ពឹត� ឬ�រប៉ុនប៉ង 
 �ប�ពឹត�នូវបទេល�ើស�ពហ�ទណ� េ�យអ�ក ឬេ�យអ�ក�តូវ�ន���៉ប់រង ឬអ�ក  
 ទទួលផល ឬ
4. ទទួលមរណ�ព ឬពិ�រ�ព�ងំ�សងុ និង�អចិៃ�ន�យ ៍េ�យ�រេ�បើ��សេ់�គឿងេញ�ន  
 ឬ��ំសប�យ �រេសពេ�គឿង�សវ�ងហួសក�មិត ឬេបើកបរ�នជំនិះេ��មឥទ�ិពលៃន 
 េ�គឿង�សវ�ង ដូច�នែចងេ�ក��ងច�ប់ និងបទប���តិ��ធរ�ន ដូច� ច�ប់ស�ីពី 
 ច�ចរណ៍ផ��វេ�ក ច�ប់ស�ីពី�រ�តួតពិនិត�េ�គឿងេញ�ន ។ល។ ឬ 
5. ពិ�រ�ព�ងំ�សងុ និង�អចិៃ�ន�យ ៍ពី�រ�បឈមនឹងេ��ះ��ក់េ�យេចត� ឬបុ៉នប៉ង
 េធ�ើ�បខ��នឯងេ�យេចត� ឬេធ�ើឲ�របួសខ��នឯងេ�ះស�ិតក��ង��ន�ពផ��វចិត��ប�កតី  
 ឬមិន�ប�កតីក៏េ�យ ឬ
6. ពិ�រ�ព�ំង�សុង និង�អចិៃ�ន�យ៍ ពី�រចូលបេ�មើក��ងជួរកងទ័ព ក��ងកំឡ�ងេពល�ន
 �ប�ស ឬ��ន�ប�សស���មក�ី ឬេ��មប���បតិបត�ិ�រស���ម ឬ�រ��រស��ប់ 
 ��ប់��រណៈ ឬ
7. ពិ�រ�ព�ងំ�សងុ និង�អចិៃ�ន�យ ៍ពី�រេធ�ើដំេណើរចូល �រ�កេចញ �រេធ�ើ�បតិបត��ិរ
 �រផ�ល់េស� ឬ�តូវ�នប���នេ�យ�ន ឬមេធ��យេធ�ើដំេណើរ�មផ��វ��ស េលើក
 ែលងែតក��ងករណីអ�ក�តូវ�ន���៉ប់រងគឺ�អ�កដំេណើរធម�� ឬអ�កបេ�មើេលើយន�េ�ះ 
 ៃន�កុមហ៊នុ��សចរណ៍�មួយ ែដលេធ�ើ�រ��ប��ំម�លវ��គៃនអ�កេធ�ើដំេណើរ
 របស់�កុមហ៊ុន��សចរណ៍ និង�មគន�ងផ��វ��សស��ប់អ�កេធ�ើដំេណើរ�មផ��វ
 ��ស ឬ
8. ពិ�រ�ព�ំង�សុង និង�អចិៃ�ន�យ៍ ែដលប��លមកពីប��ផ��វ�យ ឬផ��វចិត� ែដល
 េកើត�នមុន�លបរ�េច�ទៃនសុពល�ពបណ�សន��៉ប់រងរបស់អ�ក�តូវ�ន���៉ប់រង
 េហើយែដលមិន�នប��ញក��ង�ក�េស�ើសុំ ឬរ�យ�រណ៍សុខ�ព។
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ក��ងករណី�នេ��ះអកុសលេកើតេឡើង 
(មរណ�ព/ពិ�រ�ព

�ងំ�សងុ និង�អចិៃ�ន�យ)៍

1

4535

��ៃំនបណ�
សន��៉ប់រង

�យុ US$4,000 US$4,000 US$4,000 US$4,000 US$4,000 US$4,000 US$4,000

អត��បេ�ជន៍ែដលេ�ក សំ�ង ល� និង�កុម�គួ�រនឹងទទួល�ន៖

• ករណីទី 1: �បសនិេបើេ�ក ស�ំង ល� ែដល�អ�ក�តូវ�ន���៉ប់រងេ�ល ទទួលពិ�រ�ព
�ងំ�សងុ និង�អចិៃ�ន�យ៍ក��ងកំឡ�ងេពលៃន�រ���៉ប់រង 

• ករណីទី 2: �បសិនេបើេ�ក សំ�ង ល� ែដល�អ�ក�តូវ�ន���៉ប់រងេ�ល ទទួលមរណ
�ពក��ងកំឡ�ងេពលៃន�រ���៉ប់រង 

រូប�ព�ងេ��មប��ញអំពី�រផ�ល់ជូនអត��បេ�ជន៍  ក��ងករណី�នេ��ះអកុសលេកើតេឡើង
ចំេ�ះេ�ក សំ�ង ល� ក��ងវ័យ 44 ��ំ

�គួ�ររបស់េ�ក សំ�ង ល� នឹងទទួល�នទឹក��ក់���៉ប់រង�ប�ំ��ំ US$4,000 រហូតដល់ចុងប��ប់ៃន
រយៈេពលៃន�រ���៉ប់រងៃនផលិតផល���៉ប់រងបែន�ម។

េ�ក សំ�ង ល� នឹងទទួល�នទឹក��ក់���៉ប់រង�ប�ំ��ំ US$4,000 រហូតដល់ចុងប��ប់ៃនរយៈេពលៃន
�រ���៉ប់រងៃនផលិតផល���៉ប់រងបែន�ម។

េ�ក សំ�ង ល� �យុ 35��ំ �នកូន��ក់�យុ 5��ំ ។ �ត់�នេរៀបចំែផន�រហិរ��វត���រសិក�របស់កូន
�ត់េដើម�ីបន��រសិក�េ��កលវ�ទ�ល័យ�មួយនឹងគេ��ង���៉ប់រង AIA ស��ប់កូន �មួយទឹក��ក់
���៉ប់រងមូល��នចំនួន US$20,000 និងរយៈេពលៃន�រ���៉ប់រង 17 ��ំ។

បែន�មពីេលើគេ��ង���៉ប់រងេលើ�រសិក� �ររស់េ���ប�ំរបស់កូន�ត់ក៏�ន�រៈសំ�ន់�ស់ែដរ។
�ត់ចង់����គួ�ររបស�់ត់ នឹងមិន�បឈមនឹងប��ែផ�កហរិ��វត���មួយក��ងករណីែដល�ត់មិនេ�ែក�រ។ 
ដូេច�ះ េ�ក ស�ំង ល� សេ�មចចិត�បែន�ម�រ�រ�រៃនផលតិផល���៉ប់រងបែន�មេលើ��ក់ឧបត�ម��គួ�រ �
មួយទឹក��ក់���៉ប់រងសរុបចំនួន US$4,000 ែដល�ចជួយទំនុកប�មុងដល់ត�មូវ�រ�គួ�រនិង�រ
ចំ�យ�ំ�ច់េ�េពលអវត��នរបស់�ត់។



�រ��ល័យក��ល
�ន់ទី 12 អ�រ EXCHANGE SQUARE

ផ��វេលខ 106 ែកងផ��វេលខ 61 ស��ត់វត�ភ�ំ ខណ� ដូនេពញ �ជ�នី ភ�ំេពញ

��ភ�ំេពញ
�ន់ទី 8 និងទី 9 អ�រ CITY TOWER

េលខ 321 ម�វ�ថី េ�� េស ទុង ស��ត់ផ�រេដប៉ូ 1 ខណ�ទួលេ�ក �ជ�នីភ�ំេពញ

�� េសៀម�ប
អ�រេលខ 29 និង 30

ផ��វហ�លដឺ េ��ល ��ក ែន�ង ស��ត់��យដង�ំ ទី រួម េខត�េសៀម�ប

���ត់ដំបង
ផ�ះេលខ 2-6ផ��វេលខ 3 ភូមិកម�ករ ស��ត់��យេ�� �កុង�ត់ដំបង េខត��ត់ដំបង

��កំពង់�ម
ភូមិ 15 ស��ត់កំពង់�ម ខណ�កំពង់�ម េខត�កំពង់�ម

�� កំពត
ផ��វេលខ 700 ភូមិ 1ឧស� ស��ត់កំពង់ក��ល �កុងកំពត េខត�កំពត
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